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	The Promise �of Advent
	The Promise of Advent�- Love -
	Slide Number 3
	We know that Christianity�is about love,�but do we know�what LOVE is?
	Most people think of love�as just a warm, �sentimental feeling.
	Feelings can go as quickly�as they come.
	Jesus wouldn’t send us�to our enemies with�a mere warm, fuzzy feeling.
	Most of our lives have�to do with relationships.
	We have 3 classes�of relations with others.
	Some of our relationships�are HARMFUL.
	With most people,�our relationships�are NEUTRAL.
	In some relationships�we seek to�DO GOOD.
	When Jesus told us�to love others,�He meant for us to do good – in a special way.
	To love someone means�to try to help �their spiritual growth.
	We must realize people�ARE spirits�and we must have an idea of what healthy spirituality is.
	Most prefer that most�of their relationships�be neutral.
	We’re too busy �to love too many people.
	Also, we often don’t have enough in us�to give to others.
	To love someone well,�we need to set aside�our own needs�to focus on theirs.
	Being hyper-friendly�isn’t always the best way�to love someone.
	Jesus spoke of 3 kinds�of people we should grow beyond.
	We should learn to connect with people who:� - have low morals� - have strange religions or cultures� - aren’t friendly to us
	By crossing over barriers,�we are ALL missionaries.
	To get people �to hear OUR story,�we first need to hear theirs.
	Sometimes we must sift through a lot of talk�to hear their heart.
	An assignment in loving.
	Jesus saves from aimlessness IF we will cooperate.
	Keep building the bridge�and you never know�what will come of it.
	The best was to celebrate Christmas so that Christ could be pleased would be by sharing love to someone who isn’t loving us.
	A Bridge Built

